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Background

Ambitious European and national targets in energy policy are leading to a radical
change in the energy industry, which is characterised mainly by the expansion of
renewable energies. The characteristics of these energy sources require a
decentralised exploitation. In an energy autonomous municipality (or building), all
energy consumption is provided by decentralised plants. In Germany, efforts to
achieve autonomy mainly take place in rural municipalities, since the number of
inhabitants and the density of population have a great influence on the feasibility
of energy autonomy. In the case of buildings, the proportion between energy
demand and availability of usable areas (like roof area for PV) as well as the
geographical location of the building have a particular impact on the feasibility of
energy autonomy.

Contents of the thesis

The objective of the thesis is the identification of research gaps in the field of
energy autonomy in decentralised energy systems. The main focus is on technical
aspects, which have been neglected in previous reviews on this topic. The core of
the work to achieve the objective is a literature review. However, this should not
result in a classical literature review, as known from scientific papers (usually a
section without many details). Instead, tools such as "co-occurrence networks" or
"thematic maps" should be used to analyse the topic in an appropriate way. For
this purpose, the student should familiarise himself with the R statistics
programming software and, for example, use the "bibliometrix" package contained
therein. For the optimal use of this package, self-created codes in R will be
necessary.

Prerequisites

• Enthusiasm for topics related to renewable energies

• Willingness to work independently

• Programming experience would be advantageous, but is not mandatory

Start / Duration / Language

from now on / 6 months / German or English (preferred)
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